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Don’t wait for tragedy to Strike!

Children's Safety Seminars & DVD Series

For Parents, Children and Teachers

Would your child know what to do?

The next seminar will be held on:
Date:  Oct. 30th   Sunday 10am-12pm   RSVP

Place:  Agudat Achim Synagogue 108-11 69th Rd. Forest Hills NY11375

Rabbi Gary Moskowitz former NYC police officer/trainer/investigator, 7th degree Black Belt in Karate/Ju-Jitsu and a former yeshiva school principal specializing in working with violence prevention. He will be holding Safety seminars around the city.

Training:
Awareness of Personal Safety and How to avoid dangerous situations
How to teach your children to resist a would be attacker
How to track your children all the time

May little 8 year old Leibe rest in Peace and may we find solace in the capture of his murderer
Dear Head of School and Parents Association,

From: Rabbi Gavriael Moskowitz – Director Child Safety Services
http://video.foxnews.com/v/1063109889001/what-parents-can-learn-from-kletzky-tragedy

My heart grieves as I join in collectively mourning for little Lieby Kletzky (AH) with the family and the rest of our community.

As a parent of three beautiful children I am besieged with anguish and shudder at the thought of any harm coming my children. As a former NYC police officer, principal and martial arts instructor growing up in the Jewish community I have seen many horrors but none so heinous as this. As one of only eight police officers assigned to the city-wide Youth Outreach Unit I was sent into the public schools to offer a special child safety program for students, teachers, administrative staff, parents and police giving both a simple two hour overview to the full thirty hour program.

I have received many calls from families, educators, media and politicians wanting to know what steps can we take to secure our children from evil that lurks from within our community.

I am offering a **Child Safety Specialist** course certifying teachers, medical personnel, parents, counselors and anyone who works with children. I urge all schools, camps and youth programs to begin some of these seminars prior to the beginning of the school year. We are also working on a Child Safety DVD which will be available next month.

As a community we have become lax in caring for our most sacred possession, our children. I have witnessed parents leaving their children in their cars as they go shopping, allowing children as young as 6 years old to go home from shul and camp by themselves, camp staff letting their children play in public parks without adequate supervision and much more. While many children in the Yeshiva world know how to make brochot (blessings) and have little or no contact with the internet they do not know how to navigate the perils around them from poor nutrition/fitness to stranger danger.

**The program consists of:**

- How to speak to your kids about Stranger Danger
- When to go to the police
- How to start a search

- Physical Self-Defense for our Children
- Performing under pressure
- Grief counseling

- Compelling your school/shul to have background checks on their employees like the city public schools do

- Recognizing some tell-tale signs of potentially violent people

I also offer a practical self-defense course for children to learn to resist stranger danger by training them not to be hypnotized by the charms of adult strangers and how to physically resist adults who grab them, pick them up, force them into a car or who try to sexually assault them. Children who practice martial arts with a competent instructor generally are more aware, have better self-esteem, and are more physically developed empowering them to resist an attack better.

I am requesting parents who would like to volunteer some time in helping us promote legislation to enact stronger laws to protect our children and to assist in raising the requisite public and private funds to help pay to train the entire community.

Enclosed is a flyer regarding our first safety seminar. Please replicate this and post in all the shuls, schools and camps. May G-d give us the strength to cope and help us help ourselves so we never have to deal with this again.

Sincerely

Rabbi Gavriael Moskowitz 917-916-4681 **Gavriael@aol.com** Director Child Safety Services
Jews Who Punch Back

As Chanukah approaches tomorrow evening Jews worldwide are reminded of their past victory over the Greek Syrians by a small band of Maccabees who were willing to dodge punches and return the same with more fervor.

For too long Jews are considered easy targets as they ignore the benefits of exercising their rights in self-defense and health even though they are religious edicts to do so. Also due to the orthodox Jewish community’s extreme insular nature they often have a distrust for government not reporting crimes within their communities.

All people must learn from the lessons of history whether they are being attacked by an organized government or by individuals; **Weak targets make the Best ones.**

We are on a quest to educate the public to report all incidents of assault to the police and to engage in health and safety courses through our Applied Martial arts Classes which we offer around the city. **Which one are you below? The victim or defender? Don’t be the victim!**
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Health is a Civil right!

Legislative Children's Health & Safety Conference for the Disabled

Invited:
NYC Council  NYS State Senate  NYS Assembly  NYS congress
Governor/Mayor's/Borough President's Office
City/State Agencies on Health and Public Safety
Health and Safety not for profit agencies  Corporate supporters and sponsors
Community Boards  Law School Health Clinics

Family members of sick and disable children will be in attendance

The conference will be held on:
Date:  Sept. 10th 2012  Monday 10am-12pm

Place:  Agudat Achim Synagogue 108-11 69th Rd. Forest Hills NY11375
Rabbi Gary Moskowitz is a former NYC police officer and school principal specializing in working with disabled, sick/injured children and with families at risk from violence and as an advocate on human rights issues. Rev. Dr. Michael Willet author & educator on self-improvement & community responsibilities will be speaking
Public Policy Management Presents our Unity of Humanity Program
Rabbi Gary Moskowitz Dir. 917-916-4681 Gavriael@aol.com

Some issues which will be addressed:

Cost effective innovative complementary health care programs for the sick, disabled and the injured

Creating a NYS licensing using Martial Arts Therapeutically for pain management/rehab

**Obesity Crisis**  Families at Risk – Complementary Family & School Education for proper nutrition and fitness

Child Safety  Reviewing the Leiby Kletsky abduction murder and how to prevent future attacks

Rescue Youth Corp - Creating & training a volunteer HS/College Youth Corp to help sick children

**Martial Arts Therapy**  – Using martial arts therapeutically for pain management and rehabilitation

No Parent Left Behind Program - Creating a new Parent College for Health, Safety & Education

Coordination of Police, Health, Education and Social Services in keeping our kids healthy and safe

Early Intervention & CPSE Mismanagement hurting many disabled children

**Domestic Violence**  - Empowering women victims and offering anger management

Youth Gangs and Law enforcement  New approaches to keep kids out of gangs and in their families and school

Clergy 911 Outreach–A new response to keeping our kids out of the criminal justice system & Cemetery

Civil Defense - Public Safety Plans in disaster management regarding terrorism

Police Medical Command – Training Emergency Doctors in Police Tactics to Supervise Emergencies

Cross-Training Emergency Response Teams – Fire/Police/Para-Medic Unit

**Bias Crimes**  – Stemming the tide

**Pollution and Solutions**  - Environmental Toxins impacting on our health

Dope Peddling-Stemming the Tide of Drug Dealing–Prescription medicine – Dr. Addictions, and the Pharmaceuticals

**Smoking, Toking and Joking**- Why we are losing the smoking/alcohol street drug/war

**Nutrition - Food Labeling-Health K**  Food Companies Condemning our kids to sickness with lack of nutrition

The Dead Zone–Lack of Nutritional foods like fruits and vegetables in inner urban areas

**Health Care Fraud**  – From Early Intervention – Ambulance Chasers - Stop the squandering

Health and Emergency Education - Elementary School First Aid, EMT Training Jr. HS, HS Para-Medic

**Stress**  – Families at Risk - Is your family making you sick?

**Portable Health and Fitness Care Clinics** – Neighborhood Trucks
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Armed Terrorists, Mentally Insane & Criminals - The results are the same

Are you ready to protect your kids?

Shoetrim, arm of Tzedek Task Force on Counter Terrorism (not for profit)

Presents Free Introduction for School Security & Safety Certification

Does your school have a threat assessment and security plan?

Sandy Hook calamity was perpetrated with one armed man.
What will happen if an organized group targets your child’s yeshiva?

Weekly Training Seminars for staff students and Parents

We are offering a 50-hour Yeshiva Security Certification Course for professional staff
We are also offering 100 hour first responders’ course.

Learn to organize a security committee for your school
Learn to protect your children and respond as a coordinated unit
Learn to evacuate or do a lock-down when threat is imminent
Learn to investigate potential threats in your neighborhood
Learn how to work with local, state and federal law enforcement
Learn how to make a threat assessment and train in crisis management
Learn your legal responsibilities to undergo such training & the liabilities if you don’t
Train in grief management
Learn about our vocational Jewish Security Management training program

Protect our children!
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Does your school have a threat assessment and security plan?

Most of us are still reeling in grief from last week’s calamity in Sandy Hook’s public school. By now many in our insular communities must recognize that this is a sample of what a terrorist attack would look like if something like Sandy Hook happened in one of our yeshivot. In fact in many terrorist attacks there are usually more than one gunman using automatic weapons, so in actuality the loss of life and limb would be a lot worse should we come under attack and which seem more likely everyday. We are at a much greater risk as many yeshivot are clearly targeted by a host of terror organizations. Most of us have been sleeping for years. Some of us are still employing cosmetic conditions like hiring of one or two unarmed or armed guards, putting a few mirrors and cameras around the school and other measures which is better than nothing but will do little good.

There is nothing more important than training staff, students and parents in how to act and respond in the event of such an attack. During the Katrina Hurricane 30% of the police department didn't even show up to work. Many armed guards are just that – armed but not trained properly to do much good and as many told me they are not getting paid enough to confront an armed attacker and would just run the other way.

Shoetrim, the NYS not for profit arm of the Tzedek Task Force on Counter Terrorism is initially offering free introductory training seminars for Yeshiva officials, teachers and parents leading to a Yeshiva School Safety and Security Certification. We are offering a 50-hour Yeshiva Security Course for professional staff and we are also offering 100 hour first responders’ course. Some topics that will be discussed and practiced are:

- Learning to organize a security committee for your school
- Learning to teach child awareness and how to respond as a coordinated unit in event of an attack
- Learning proper evacuation exit strategies and perform lock-downs when threat is imminent
- Learning to investigate potential threats in your region
- Learning how to work with local, state and federal law enforcement
- Learn how to perform ongoing threat assessments and train in crisis management
- Learning your legal responsibilities to undergo such training & the liabilities if you don’t
- Learning grief counseling and management strategies
- Learning about our vocational Jewish Security Management training program

Shoetrim was started in 1997 by Rabbi Gary Moskowitz a former NYC police officer, private investigator, guest instructor at the Israeli Anti-Terror Unit of the Border Police, NRA gun and special weapons and tactics instructor and former NYC Public school teacher and Yeshiva school teacher/principal holding a 7th degree Black Belt in Karate and Ju-Jitsu.

For more information about Shoetrim please Contact Rabbi Gary Moskowitz at 917-916-4681 Gavriael@aol.com. Let’s not be Monday morning quarter backs and see what we could have done after the fact. Let’s protect our children now!
Global Learning Services
With
Global Protect

School Safety and Security Plan
Preventing Armed Intruders

Gun Violence Prevention
Proactive Active Reactive

Rabbi Gary Moskowitz 917-916-4681 Gavriael@aol.com
Former NYC Police Officer assigned to NYC Public Schools
Former NYC Public Teacher and Yeshiva Principal
Former Director of Security of Stevenson HS (5,000 students)
Rabbi Gary Moskowitz, Former NYC police officer and trainer
SPIRITUAL SPECIAL OPS: Rabbi Exercising Gun Rights to Promote ‘House of Worship’ Security (Guest in NY or via phone)

As if the clear interpretation of gun rights in America couldn’t be more complex for citizens to debate, a new trend is now taking the issue inside the walls of churches and synagogues across the country, where more religious leaders are making the case to carry firearms—even during service.

Critics say it’s a contradiction and a shame when men of God are promoting violence through the exercise of gun rights. But for those like Rabbi Gary Moskowitz (pictured) of the Tzedek Task Force on Counter Terrorism, it’s the obligation of such leaders to protect their “flock” in a dangerous world that, unfortunately, can claim that its greatest present-day conflict has religious roots.

“The war in Israel and the recent terror attacks in Mumbai speaks volumes to Jews and civilized people everywhere,” says Moskowitz, a former New York City police officer. “Make no mistake, synagogues and churches are vulnerable to the threat of Islamic Jihad and God would want us to defend ourselves.”

Moskowitz is so certain of this threat, and his conviction and view regarding gun rights for citizens is so clear—particularly for rabbis and priests, as well as congregation members themselves—that he has developed a House of Worship Security Training Certification program, through which said religious leaders can literally gain security and first-responder skills.

So, honestly, how great is this terrorist threat to American synagogues and churches? Rabbi Moskowitz can explain from firsthand experience.

Why can’t police forces protect these houses of worship? Moskowitz can provide exactly ten reasons why.

And, in the face of all this, how critical is the ongoing gun rights fight on Capitol Hill? On behalf of the Gun Owners of America (GOA), the Rabbi Moskowitz would be honored to be a guest on your show to get after the real heart of this issue.

Call the number above to schedule an interview. And when you visit with the Rabbi, please allow him the opportunity to announce the GOA’s web address at GunOwners.org

ABOUT YOUR EXPERT GUEST, RABBI GARY MOSKOWITZ:

• Former NYPD Police Officer, Investigator and Trainer
• Member—American Association of Law Enforcement Trainers
• NRA certified in Special Weapons and Tactics
• Chief Instructor in CSA (Combat Shooting and Apprehension)
• Counter Terror Operations Trainer
• 7th Degree Black Belt in both Karate and Ju-Jitsu
• Licensed private investigator
• Criminal Justice Trainer and Eligible to sit for the NYS Bar
• Former Guest Instructor/Trainer for the Israeli Anti-Terror Unit of the Border Police—YOMAM
• TV Show Producer/Host—Town Hall on Terrorism
• Authoring Book: Fighting Terror: Keeping the World Safe
• Consultant for CNN Radio for several years on Issues of Homeland Security/Terrorism and Israel

To schedule an interview with GARY MOSKOWITZ, call: 630-848-0750 or fill out the Do-It-Yourself Booking Form.
Return to the Special Guests homepage

For other topics by GARY MOSKOWITZ, please click here to search

©1996-2009 SpecialGuests.com™
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Rabbi Moskowitz has been requested to meet with elected officials of how to
Take Back Our Streets with
Women’s Safety Initiatives

Proposal
To insure the safety of women in the area by training them in personal protection & empowering them in helping the police with the apprehension of the perpetrators.

Set up security conference/committee with weekly updates
Set up an Auxiliary Volunteer Bureau of Investigations  Training a Volunteer patrol
Set up Women’s Awareness and Self Defense classes
Teach potential victims to carry dye for Identifying the perpetrator later
Set up Cameras  Offer rewards  Offer immunity to those who may be involved
Educate women in High Schools, Colleges, Corporations, Parent groups, Community Boards, etc.
Propose legislation–Convicted criminals civilly liable for public and punitive expenses
Training young men how to behave towards women

Auxiliary Investigations:
Sex attacks: Investigate gang initiations  Former sex offenders  Game of dare
Set up website for people to give info – many will not go to the police
Set up volunteer sting operations – Undercover with back-up
Technology – GPS, Link ALERT to 911 with GPS or to pct, Sirens, flash/photo/flee
Publicize programs through media